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Company profile 
 

We, UMA & CO., are a leading manufacturer, supplier and dealer of resilient safety lockers such as 
Digimatic electronic safety lockers, mechanical keys safety lockers, Fire Resistant safety lockers and strong 
room doors from Chennai, India.  
 

To cater to modern trends we have introduced Biometric lockers, Touch Screen LCD lockers, Hotel 
Safes Laptop Safes, Gun Safes, Sleek Lockers etc recently. 
 

Established in the year 1993 in Chennai, we, at UMA & CO. take pride to introduce ourselves as the 
primary manufacturer, supplier and dealer of resilient safety lockers that would meet all the expectations of 
our customers.  
 

The parent company, M/s Aruna Iron Safe Works was started in 1956 as a small manufacturing unit 
preparing cast iron moulded safes, catering to the needs of rich and commercial establishments. We 
progressed under the able guidance and support of our CEO Mr. N. Ramakrishnan, who envisaged the 
building of lockers for a common man at affordable rates. 
We are committed to supply premium quality safety lockers in accordance to the international standards to 
banks, residences, middle class and small traders as well. The neo type safety lockers are made of MS plates 
with stronger body doors and Unpickable dual locking systems. We also have special expertise in 
manufacturing strong room doors catering to the requirements of jewelry industry and temples. 
 

Over the years, we have gained wide experience in this mode of operation as the manufacturer, 
supplier, distributor and wholesaler. Today, we have become a major threat to our competitors because of our 
satisfying products and services. We have reputed names in our clientele list, varying from corporate to 
household sector.  
 
Quality Affirmation 
Since inception, we, at UMA & CO., have always focused on complete quality assurance. Our quality control 
department checks and supervises the entire process of production, till the final packaging and delivery of the 
products.  
 
Infrastructure 
We have a high-tech state of the art manufacturing unit equipped with latest machinery, which has yielded us 
rewarding results. Our staff comprises of dynamic marketing team, skilled technicians and designers, 
supervisors, fitting unit, quality control department and delivery team. Having a wide knowledge about the 
market, we offer our range of safety lockers at competitive prices.  
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DIGIMATIC ELECTRONIC SAFETY 
LOCKERS

 

    
 
 
SIZES :-  H.12”XW.18”XD.12”  H.15”XW.18”XD.15” 
   H.18”XW.15”XD.15”  H.24”XW.18”XD.18” 
   H.30”XW.18”XD.18”  H.16”XW.16”XD.16” 
 
DESCRIPTION:- 
 
  Single walled safe. 3mm body, 6mm door thickness, made of mild steel 
plate. Electronic locking systems, emergency Overriding lock provision, highly User 
friendly operation-soft finger touch keypad. Two password to facilitate two 
independent persons operation. Built-in power saving program in the micro controller 
ensuring prolonged battery life. Tamper proof and rigged  electronic design. Extra 
mechanical key can be provided on request at extra cost. Vibration hooter alarm for 
added security can be provided at extra cost.     
 
 
STORAGE:- For keeping documents, jewels cash& precious articles. 
 
APPLICATION:-  Houses, Shops, Offices, Factories, Accounts departments,  
            college/ school office. 
 
 
 
 


